
CLEANING TOOLS

#770 SOFT BROOM

A blend of soft polypropylene gets the light dust

and dirt off terrazzo, tile, linoleum, and painted

or waxed floors. Gives extremely long wear.

TO ORDER (847)622-0001       FAX ORDER (847)622-9199      TO ORDER OUTSIDE ILLINOIS (800)422-3033

Visit our website at www.1stayd.com e-mail us at sales@1stayd.com

MILWAUKEE DUSTLESS metal back brooms last three times as long as wood 
back brooms. Choose 24", 30" or 36". Use #792 handles.

#772 MEDIUM BROOM

Medium-stiff polypropylene broom designed for

wood, concrete, and competition floors.

Practical for machine shop use because chips

and lathe turning will not mat or pack into tufts.

Not harmed by water, chemicals, or grease, and

is extremely long wearing.

#773 STIFF CENTER/FINE BORDER BROOM

A stiff center moves havy debris. Fine poly border gets light

dust and dirt. Sweeps well on a variety of surfaces.

#774 EXTRA STIFF BROOM

Extra stiff polypropylene with the spring and snap to sweep

heavy debris. For use on your toughest jobs. Resists abra-

sion, grease, oil, acid, and alkalis. For use on cement, con-

crete, asphalt, and greasy floors. Can be used to scrub

cement with our powdered floor soaps.

#805 BLACK NEOPRENE SQUEEGEE

For super fast cleanup. The double, all neoprene

blades conform better to floor surfaces, cleaning so

well that floor drying time is significantly reduced.

For food service, locker rooms, entranceways, etc.

Excellent for removing liquids from uneven surfaces

like tile or grout. Available in 24”, 30”, and 36”.

#792 HANDLE FOR BROOMS AND SQUEEGEES

Handle with 3/8” steel stud. Available in wood and

all steel.
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CLEANING TOOLS
#842 TRUCK WASH AND ACID BRUSH

Excellent for car washes who use acid

cleaners to clean walls and equipment.

Also used with stronger soaps or solvents

for cleaning used machinery or equip-

ment. Perfect for washing glass, plastic

and painted surfaces. Will not wilt or

scratch. Plastic 10" block. 

#844G STIFFER GREY TRUCK BRUSH

Grey blend of patent and tampico bristles.

#844G is the stiffest of our truck brushes.

Plastic block with rubber bumpers (9¼" x

2 ¼") that will not warp or split like wood.  

TO ORDER (847)622-0001       FAX ORDER (847)622-9199      TO ORDER OUTSIDE ILLINOIS (800)422-3033

Visit our website at www.1stayd.com e-mail us at sales@1stayd.com

#845 SOFT BLACK & WHITE TRUCK BRUSH

Curved split-shape provides thorough cleaning at

any angle. Soft Black & White bristles. 

Plastic 10" Flo-Thru block.

#846H THREADED HANDLE WITH PLASTIC TIP

Either of these handles can be used with the above brushes

#796 THREADED HANDLE WITH METAL TIP
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#848 BLUE COTTON

LOOPED END MOP

Connected together on the

bottom to prevent strands

from breaking off. Lasts up to

6 times longer than cut end

mops.

#850 COTTON WET MOP

Best selling economical work-

horse. For cement or

linoleum. 

#851 LOOPED COTTON

MOP WITH 5" WEB BAND

Minimizes lint. Resists deter-

gent. Connected together on

the bottom to prevent strands

from breaking off. Narrow

band. Launderable. Available

in 24 and 32 oz.

#851NYLON  NYLON MOPS

Absorbs 4.6 times their weight in 

liquids; carrying more water to the

floor. Lasts 6 times longer than

Cotton Cut End Mops, 4 times

longer than Rayon Looped End

Banded Mops. Resistant to mold 

and mildew. Available in Small,

Medium, and Large.

#853 WINGNUT MOP HANDLE

OR

#854 PLASTIC & WOOD MOP

HANDLE

OR

#N854 FIBERGLASS MOP

HANDLE

Any of the three handles listed

above can be used with the

mops listed on this flyer

Ask your sales representative about the different

options on mop buckets and wringers.


